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该系统的技术路线是，以 JSP 为研发工具，以 Oracle 数据库为数据存储媒
介；前台采用 JSP、Javascript 脚本、HTML 样式建立系统的用户界面和全部操作




























Steel and iron materials and products are important foundation and support of 
national construction and social development, they are prevalent application in social 
infrastructure, architecture, vehicle and household appliance and etc. The research of 
corrosion data of steel and iron has become the indispensable works of design and 
development of new products, including selection and use of materials properly and 
scientifically. Since corrosion data has many practical problems, such as multiple 
categories, wide distributions, lack of general management and etc., the sound 
utilization and management on corrosion data are urgent. As for the problems, this 
thesis developed a corrosion data management system. The system provided research 
and engineering workers the convenient way of managing the data, including 
constructing the search methods of multi-condition and multi-site of corrosion data, 
proposing the prediction models of corrosion rates. The study could also solve the 
problems of multiple categories of corrosion data, and the limit of non-professional 
workers hard to read them, further the study assist the anti-corrosion engineering. 
The technical route of the system is as follows. We used JSP technology as 
development tool and Oracle database as the media for restoring the data. Foreground 
adopted JSP, Javascript, HTML style to build the user pages and operation pages. 
Background adopted Oracle and SQLPlus language to to build the module of data 
storage for communicating with the foreground. The main modules of the systems are: 
corrosion data management, stie information management, system management, 
acceleration data management, fuzzy query and data prediction, six modules in total. 
Modules communicate with each other for implementing the regularly manage 
corrosion data and avoiding the way of traditional manual record of corrosion data. 
The system provided users with all kinds of operations over the needed data 
efficiently and conveniently, including corrosion data addition, deletion, modification 
and selection, fuzzy selection, batch updation, figure presentation, mathematical 
models and user with authority setting and etc. 
The system passed the test, meaning it accomplished the requirments of each 
modules. Now the system can provide relevant workers for a sufficient corrosion data 
management system. The system will be further extended by new requirements 
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